
Welcome to our Friday News Edition. The big brouhaha this week emerges from Emily
Oster's article in the Atlantic asking for amnesty for those who believed in the COVID
propaganda, but significantly, without much real accountability. ("We didn't know" and "there
was a lot of uncertainty" are just as vacuous as Nuremberg's "We were just following
orders"). James Howard Kunstler captures the zeitgeist of our reaction in his article today,
"Emily Oster's Plea Bargain," which he calls a "shuck-and-jive from America’s broken
thinking class": https://kunstler.com/clusterfuck-nation/emily-osters-plea-bargain/. Charles
Eisenstein weighs in on the same issue with specifics on what needs to happen for amnesty
to be a real option: "Amnesty, Yes—And Here is the Price" (read or listen):
https://charleseisenstein.substack.com/p/amnesty-yesand-here-is-the-price/. Finally, satirist
JP has his turn (a serious take): "PANDEMIC AMNESTY?! Give me a Break" (19 minutes):
https://youtu.be/nYhq-N06ub0. JP makes a good point that Oster's trial balloon may yet be
another psy-op because the controllers are hell-bent on keeping people fighting against each
other instead of against them.

So, what should be our response when the whole COVID psyop is finally seen and
understood broadly? Where do you come down on the question of forgiveness versus
punishment, and for whom? We will consider these questions in our zoom conversation this
coming Monday. Click on the button to join:

1PM Monday Zoom

During our 10/31/22 Zoom we examined a number of shifting social, political and scientific
paradigms and how they are presaging deep change for our culture. We also considered at
the "light in the dark" of the COVID era by asking the question, "What good has come out of
the plandemic for you?" Participants shared some of their stories of the unexpected positive
outcomes from the past 3 years. Some context for this conversation is offered by the article,
The Stockdale Paradox and the Future of Liberty, https://www.aier.org/article/the-stockdale-
paradox-and-the-future-of-liberty/. Watch the zoom recording here:
https://www.brighteon.com/b1bbd787-a5f3-43fe-acc1-b5800876ca87.

To victory!
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John-Michael and the RiseUpNH team
Rise Up NH and VCAL and projects of the Collaborative Communities Coalition, a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit. We are a diverse non-partisan group focused on education & community resilience.

PLEASE DONATE TODAY to support our efforts. Thank you!

SOVEREIGNTY NOTICE:
No one is telling you what to think or believe, or even what is true. Articles and videos

offered here do NOT imply any kind of imprimatur of truth or finality on the part of
anyone in Rise Up NH, but are offered for consideration as partial perspectives
towards gaining a fuller picture of what's so. In general, we do not repeat the
ubiquitous mainstream narratives, though most items reference these in their

arguments. Please do your own research, suspend final conclusions in favor of
continuing research, ignore what doesn't ring true for you, and always make up your

own mind. Collective sense-making is a path, not a destination.

https://riseupnh.org/donate/?utm_source=mailpoet&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Friday-edition-11-4-22


https://www.quest4emergence.com/


Have a business or item you'd like to share here? Contact admin@riseupnh.org.

Events

https://www.restoringeden4naturalhealth.com/


ONE-TIME EVENTS
Saturday Nov 5th, 5:30-9:30PM
Health Freedom NH Fall Presentation & Social Evening
Also celebrating the launch of Children's Health Defense of New England.
This is a private event in Temple NH.
Ticket purchase is $20 including the meal.
Tickets are limited, please be respectful with reservation and give us notice if you have to
change your plans.
https://hfnh.org/event/nov5/

 

Friday-Sun Nov 11-13 Remote Viewing Workshop
Learned CRV - controlled remote viewing.
Fitzwilliam, taught by Jim Rodger, $125 - still a couple of spots left.
Details, write: jmdumais@gmail.com

 

ONGOING EVENTS
Biweekly, Saturday 10am to 11:30am NVC Study Group, Swanzey
(Next class: Oct 29) - with Kristen Reynolds

 
This study group for people who have either done an NVC intro with Kristen, read the book
Nonviolent Communication by Marshall Rosenberg, or have had NVC training elsewhere.

 
(Kristen will do NVC intro workshops occasionally for those who wish to start this practice. If
you are interested in an introduction, please contact her to set up a time. Intros take three

https://hfnh.org/event/nov5/


hours.) Info/directions: kreynolds3000 at gmail dot com.

Fridays Starting October 14 from 4pm - 5:15pm
Energetic Vinyasa Flow Yoga class w/ Bronwyn Sims
@ Elements MMA, Keene
Drop in rate - $22s
To sign up please click this link: https://www.elements-mma.com/workshops
If you have questions please email: justmoveyoga@protonmail.com
Even more classes -- see www.justmoveyogafitness.com 

 

Have an event you'd like us to post? Contact admin@riseupnh.org.

The UpBeat

All Along the Watchtower
There are many here among us
Who feel that life is but a joke
But you and I, we've been through that
And this is not our fate
So let us not talk falsely now, the hour is getting late
Jimmy Hendrix version of the Dylan classic: https://youtu.be/OzlN0Guvous

Free/Cool/Fun/Weird/Noteworthy
Disrupt The Cognitive Infrastructure - Caitlin Johnstone
If it is the job of the US intelligence cartel to regulate society's cognitive infrastructure, then it
is the job of healthy human beings to disrupt the cognitive infrastructure.
Read: https://caitlinjohnstone.substack.com/p/disrupt-the-cognitive-infrastructure
3 minute video: https://youtu.be/mHhonWl-5NA

 

Making A Killing Documentary WORLD PREMIERE Friday November 4, 2022
Why did they not use financial incentives for “lives saved” greater than compensation for
“COVID-19 deaths”?
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/making-a-killing-documentary

 

Free eBook - For new subscribers, get the free ebook, "Challenging the Pandemic
Narrative," by JM Dumais, here: https://bit.ly/3fa8JAr
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Politics, Bills, Elections, Voting & Natural Law

Getting your Vote Hand Counted
The Secretary of State guide book on new rulings state that a "Insert Hand Count Ballots
Here" should be attached to the device base (signs will be distributed to the town by the
SOS). If this is not available, the Town Moderators should be alerted.

2022 RebuildNH Candidate Endorsements
https://rebuildnh.com/endorsement/2022/ 

Get Your Sample Ballot for the General election:
https://www.sos.nh.gov/elections/sample-ballots#

Poll: Bolduc surprises and takes lead from Hassan for N.H. Senate seat, leads younger
voters by 15 points
https://dailytorch.com/2022/11/poll-bolduc-surprises-and-takes-lead-from-hassan-for-n-h-
senate-seat-leads-younger-voters-by-15-points/

Constitutional Amendment: Question One on the Nov 8th NH Ballot, Explained
Regarding the Register of Probate system
https://granitegrok.com/blog/2022/11/constitutional-amendment-question-one-on-the-nov-8th-
nh-ballot-explained

More Than 34 Million People Have Voted Already as Researchers Reveal States With
Most Pre-Election Ballots (updated Nov 4)
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https://www.theepochtimes.com/more-than-34-million-people-have-voted-already-as-
researchers-reveal-states-with-most-pre-election-ballots_4842193.html

NYT Poll: Democrats and the Media are a Bigger Threat to “The Democracy™” Than
Republicans
https://granitegrok.com/blog/2022/11/nyt-poll-democrats-and-the-media-are-a-bigger-threat-
to-the-democracy-than-republicans

What Happened to the Party of Peace?
Dennis Kucinich, who advocated for a Department of Peace when he was in Congress,
weighs in on the Congressional Progressive Caucus being forced to retract a letter calling for
peace negotiations with Russia.
58 minutes: https://youtu.be/AA42dkEj-t0

Continental Counter Electspionage! - The Prather Point
67 minutes: https://rumble.com/v1rc84a-continental-counter-electspionage.html

Relocalization, Regenerative Practices & Prepping

Building a Local Force with Your Sheriff - Sheriff Richard Mack
Brief article and 3-minute video: https://www.coreysdigs.com/the-solution-series/building-a-
local-force-with-your-sheriff-with-sheriff-richard-mack/

Cheapest 2000W LiFePO4 Battery/Inverter?
Pecron E2000LFP 2000w LiFePO4 Modular Battery Solar Generator Power Station Review
26 minutes: https://youtu.be/cNRod1RsCDI

Emerging Energy Tech:

Japanese RED Hydrogen Breakthrough
A viable path to a cleaner energy future?
19 minutes: https://youtu.be/_uTZWaJU6ho

Hydrogen from Seawater
Technology for a membrane-free, direct seawater electrolyzer that produces hydrogen,
oxygen, and valuable non-toxic by-products directly from seawater without the need for
desalination nor purification
36 minutes: https://youtu.be/OwdIjuFpSeU
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Rebuilding Relationships, Society & Culture
Charles Eisenstein: Towards A More Beautiful World - with Michael Trainer
The importance of story, honoring the sacred, and human connection.
66 minutes: https://youtu.be/Vh9sLjAbCiA

 

Exclusive Screening and Discussion of The Abortion Talks - The Heterodox Academy
The Abortion Talks, a new documentary, examines the six-year clandestine dialogue that took
place between three abortion-rights and three anti-abortion leaders in the aftermath of the
1994 Brookline clinic murders. Not yet publicly released, it offers a convincing look at the
value of constructive disagreement around an emotionally-charged topic that is front-of-mind
for many of our students. Can we learn from these efforts?
For either viewing, the link will be live for nine hours only:
Thursday, November 10, 6:00 p.m. ET
Tuesday, November 15, 6:00 p.m. ET
Register free for either session at https://heterodoxacademy.org/events/exclusive-screening-
and-discussion-of-the-abortion-talks-november-15-2022/
The 90-minute screening will be followed by a 30-minute pre-recorded discussion between
HxA's Kyle Vitale and the filmmakers, HxA Member Sarah Perkins and Josh Sabey, on how
the film’s topics translate to campus and higher education today.

Jab & Plandemic News
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Pfizer's NEW Press Release (Nov 4th!) on Bivalent Booster Abs | What Does it Mean? |
& FDA Failures - Vinay Prasad, MD
8 minutes: https://youtu.be/_qapaflYTyI

Life Insurance Carnage
Lincoln's Shares Dropped 33% on a Net Loss of $2.6 Billion. Could it be the Jabs?
https://sukwan.substack.com/p/life-insurance-carnage

A Million Missing Babies in the EU
Naomi Wolf & Igor Chudov: Alarming Drop In Birthrates & Fertility Among mRNA Vaccinated
Women
44 minutes: https://rumble.com/v1qzwl2-naomi-wolf-and-igor-chudov-alarming-drop-in-
birthrates-and-fertility-among-.html

Another new study - yes, a SECOND one - says the "Omicron-specific" mRNA Covid
boosters are worthless
https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/another-new-study-yes-a-second-one/comments

Situation in Montreal's pediatric ERs is 'like a horror film'
https://montrealgazette.com/opinion/columnists/allison-hanes-situation-in-montreals-
pediatric-ers-is-like-a-horror-film/

Emergency Room Nurse speaks out: "Vaccine Carnage In The ER" (Australia)
gut wrenching
34 minutes: https://tv.gab.com/channel/white__rabbit/view/vaccine-carnage-in-the-er-a-
62ad0552683e90915ccf1f73

Turbo Cancer Revisited
Polling the Room, Doctors, Oncologists, Patients, Observers
https://sagehana.substack.com/p/turbo-cancer-revisited

The Number of People Dying With Strange Fibrous Clots is Increasing - Embalmer
If you only know how bad things really are: embalmers across the globe are reporting weird,
alien-like fibrous clots in vaccinated corpses
Warning: graphic pics/video: https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/the-number-of-people-
dying-with-strange

LA TIMES asks (incredibly): Are the Unvaccinated still a danger to society?
Joined by the new sub-class of humans, the "Undervaccinated"
https://nakedemperor.substack.com/p/are-the-unvaccinated-still-a-danger
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Why the Fact that Pfizer Did not Study Transmission For the FDA is, Indeed,
Scandalous - James Lyons-Weiler
Despite contrary claims, knowledge that the vaccines might not stop transmission was widely
appreciated a full year prior because... they never studied transmission.
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/why-the-fact-that-pfizer-did-not?

Dr. Mike Yeadon: Are Severe Respiratory Disease Pandemics Even Possible?
“I don’t think severe respiratory infectious disease pandemics are possible. They’re not
possible.”
Article, video: https://sagehana.substack.com/p/are-respiratory-disease-pandemics

Did You Know?
The WHO has been secretly discussing proposed amendments to the International Health
Regulations and they have no plans to allow for public comment. So much for "transparency!"
Article, SGT Report video: https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/did-you-know

Biden Admin Renews Public Health Emergency Over Monkeypox
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/biden-admin-renews-public-health-emergency-over-
monkeypox

Chinese Covid-19 vaccines causing leukaemia, China's National Health Commission
document reveals: Report
https://www.timesnownews.com/world/chinese-covid-19-vaccines-causing-leukaemia-chinas-
national-health-commission-document-reveals-report-article-90065350
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EMFs



5G Reminder Keene: 

Nov 9 6pm - next meeting of City Council

Sign/scan letter to Patty Little, plittle@keenenh.gov - will get to mayor and all
councillors

ART's EMF Advocate's Tool Kit
https://www.americansforresponsibletech.org/tool-kit

5G - An Undeniable Risk Webinar
96 minutes: https://youtu.be/_ltJdtmsA58

Money, Food, Energy, Jobs & Resources

Anti-Russian Alliance Fractures After Japan Decides To Stay In Russia's Sakhalin-1
Energy Project
https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/anti-russian-alliance-fractures-after-japan-decides-stay-
russias-sakhalin-1-energy-project

Charles Hugh Smith: The Era of All-Powerful Central Banks Is Over
The way central banks create and distribute credit/money results in the dominance of
Finance and this dominance has led to the distortion and ruination of the economy and
society. Vast inequality is the norm everywhere, because the central bank system is
everywhere.
https://bit.ly/3hcAvgj

Dollar dominance scheduled for termination as Saudi Arabia embraces China - Mike
Adams
Saudi Arabia declares China its "most reliable partner"
At 21:25: https://www.brighteon.com/c9571f62-6dd6-40eb-9672-30be40368fe8

Central Banks Are Quietly Buying Gold At The Fastest Pace In 55 Years
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/central-banks-are-quietly-buying-gold-fastest-pace-55-
years

Wall Street Probably HATES Michael Hudson
Why the cabal running the US is the enemy of a free earth. "It’s not capitalism versus
socialism, it’s between the logic of an industrial economy, and a financialized economy or
finance capitalism."
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First 20 minutes: https://youtu.be/ZBCYTInRWsE

Electric Cars: Inconvenient Facts, Part One - John Stossel
5 minutes: https://youtu.be/z2HneqfZGsM

Technocracy, AI/Transhumanism, Eugenics,

Geoengineering & The Deep/Surveillance State

Inside the "Codex Alimentarius" with Scott Tips: New Global Food Diet – Insects, Rats
and Dogs
Codex Alimentarius, supported by FAO, WHO, Codex, Hollywood, and investors, just
introduced a list of of over 90,000 species of insects and spiders to be included as a new
food category for human consumption
https://www.coreysdigs.com/food-supply-chain/inside-codex-with-scott-tips-new-global-food-
diet-insects-rats-and-dogs/

UN Security Council votes against probe into US biolabs
The US, France, and Britain voted down Russia’s call to investigate “military-biological”
activities in Ukraine
https://www.rt.com/news/565850-un-rejects-biolab-probe/

Why Climate Change is a Fraud - Martin Armstrong
On the evidence for the cyclical nature of climate
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/climate/why-climate-change-is-a-fraud/

Schools & Education

What the NH GOP must do to get CRITICAL RACE THEORY out of NH Schools, Karlyn
Borysenko with Melissa Blasek
https://youtu.be/10TsrLqHDTU

Another NH School Vaccinates a Child After The Parent Told Them No!
https://granitegrok.com/blog/2022/10/another-school-vaccinates-a-child-after-the-parent-told-
them-no
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Ukraine, False Flags & Globalist Militarism

Scott Ritter: A ‘Dangerous, Bloody & Dirty Game’
Vladimir Putin’s address at the Valdai Club last week, coming on the heels of the Biden
administration’s release of its National Security Strategy, shows how the battle lines have
been drawn.
https://consortiumnews.com/2022/11/03/scott-ritter-a-dangerous-bloody-dirty-game/

US forces now on the ground in Ukraine
https://americanmilitarynews.com/2022/11/us-forces-now-on-the-ground-in-ukraine/

Biden’s Foreign Policy Sinking His Party & Ukraine
https://consortiumnews.com/2022/11/02/bidens-foreign-policy-sinking-his-party-ukraine/

Africa Doesn’t Want to Be a New-Cold-War Breeding Ground
https://consortiumnews.com/2022/11/04/africa-doesnt-want-to-be-a-new-cold-war-breeding-
ground/

1st & 2nd Amendments, Psy-Ops, Propaganda,

Censorship & Critical Thinking

Pfizer, Democrat-led "Accountable Tech" are Blackmailing Twitter
Will they succeed at preserving censorship?
https://igorchudov.substack.com/p/pfizer-democrat-led-accountable-tech

New Smoking Gun Documents Show U.S. Government Directed Big Tech to Censor
Americans Ahead of 2020 Election
A blockbuster report at "The Intercept" outlines in the most striking detail yet how the U.S.
government and Big Tech corporations have been directly coordinating to suppress political
dissent in the United States.
https://thekylebecker.substack.com/p/new-smoking-gun-documents-show-us

Conspiracy Author David Icke Banned From EU, Labeled a “Terrorist”
Was set to speak at event in Amsterdam this weekend.
https://2ndsmartestguyintheworld.substack.com/p/conspiracy-author-david-icke-banned

Elon Musk promises ‘common digital town square’ Twitter ‘to help humanity’ and
ensure dialogue
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Some of the thorny issues in getting there from here.
https://dailytorch.com/2022/10/burn-the-witch-elon-musk-promises-common-digital-town-
square-twitter-to-help-humanity-and-ensure-dialogue/

Blue Checkers Revolt Over Musk’s Threatened Monthly Charge: A Modest Proposal
from the Unwashed and Unverified
https://jonathanturley.org/2022/11/01/blue-checkers-revolt-over-musks-threatened-monthly-
charge-a-modest-proposal-from-the-unwashed-and-unverified/

Is Twitter's Birdwatch Fact Checking the Fact Checkers?
Twitter’s community-based moderation tool adds much-needed context – with examples
https://www.piratewires.com/p/birdwatch

Culture Wars

College student reading Bible over microphone mocked, Bible torn apart and pages
eaten by angry spectators
A young college student reading the Bible was attacked by transgender activists at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. One member of the mob grabbed and shredded the young
man’s Bible, then ate the pages. Others surrounded him with megaphones shouting profane
hate at the young Christian.
https://endtimeheadlines.org/2022/10/watch-college-student-reading-bible-over-microphone-
mocked-bible-torn-apart-and-pages-eaten-by-angry-spectators/

Paradigm Expanding

Don’t Get Trapped in the Mirror of Your Mind - Shunyamurti
Each of us is like a mirror that's looking for itself in the mirror. But consciousness is trapped in
the mirror of its own projections—this is the paradox.
9 minutes: https://youtu.be/-MuuW0yhz9w

Open-Ended Conversation with Lyn Buchanan, one of the original "Psychic Spies" for
the U.S. Military - New Thinking Alowed with Jeffrey Mishlove
Buchanon discusses the nature and history of Controlled Remote Viewing
62 minutes: https://youtu.be/REZTipgR61I

NASA's Secret UFO Files - Richard Dolan
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Why people say NASA stands for "Never a Straight Answer"
https://youtu.be/Gg9DUwsR66U

Friday Memes

https://youtu.be/Gg9DUwsR66U

























